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I. Choose the correct answer :
b)Heart

c)Stomach

d)Nose

2.Good touch is a fair and ___________touch.
a)Unhealthy b)Bad

c)Unsafe

d)Healthy

3.___________is the commanding centre of our body.
a)Heart

b)Lungs

c)Kidney

d)Brain

4.Drink a lot of _________every day.
a)Oil

b)Water

c)Packed juice

d)Salt water

5.Every day we should brush our teeth __________times.
a)One

b)Two

c)Three

d)Four

6.Which of the following materials are hard?___
a)Eraser

b)wood

c)Cotton

d)Feather

7.The bouncing of light by any smooth or polished surface is
a)Refraction b)Reflection c)Penetration

d)Wood

8.Everything in the universe is made up of _________
b)Minerals

b)Wood

c)Clay

d)Stone

II.Fill in the blanks:

c)Liquid

d)Matter

2.___________is protected by skull
3._________is the natural source that stimulate sight and makes
things.
4.Gold and Diamond are the examples of __________materials.
5.When we breathe in, we take in _____________ from air.
6.Babies are born with ___________bones.

III. Write True or False:

2.Brush your teeth once a day.
3.Opaque objects do not allow light to pass through them.

9.Materials which cannot be bent or stretched easily are known

4.Mirrors change the direction of light that fall on them.

as ________

5.Dull materials reflect light.

a)Rigid Materials

b)Shiny and Dull Materials

c)Rough and smooth Materials

d)Hard and soft Materials

(6x1=6)

1.The heart beats about __________times in a minute.

1.Heart is made up of muscles

called _________

a)Solid

a)Raincoat

(10x1=10)

1. Food is converted to energy in the ____________
a)Neck

10.Which of the following is an example for water proof materials?

6.The longest bone is the chest bone.

(6x1=6)

IV. Match the following :

(6x1=6)

VII. Scictionary

1.Light source

- Kidney

1.Internal organs

2.Opaque

- Glass

2.Opaque objects

3.Heart

- Sun

4.'J' Shaped bag

- avoid fatty food

5.Transparent

- metal

VIII. Inventor and Invention:

- stomach

V. Name the following :

(1x1=1)

1.The Stethoscope was invented in 1816 by __________
IX. Answer the following : (Any five)

6.Filters excess water

(2x2=4)

(5x3=15)

1. How will you take care of your heart and kidneys?
(6x2=12)

2. Write the functions of bones and muscles.

1.Name the internal organs.
3. Name the three parts of brain.

2.List out the types of touches.

4. What are Materials?

3.Give two examples for liquid things

5.What are flexible materials?
4.Name any two transparent objects.

6.What are Water proof materials?

5.What are the two sets of teeth.

7.List out the food items for healthy Mouth and Teeth.

6.Name any two Hard Materials.
VI. Find the odd one out:
1.Sun, Candle, Torch, Pen
2.Umbrella, Sponge, Rain coat, Jerkin.
3.Heart, Legs, Brain, Kidney.
4.Fore brain, Mid brain, Hind brain, Nerves.
5.Brick, Coir, Silk cloth, Pine apple.

(5x1=5)

X. Answer in Detail : (Any one)

(1x5=5)

1.How can we take care of our teeth?
2.Write any two properties of Materials.
XI.Diagram:
1.Draw a process to find the transparent object.

(1x5=5)

